Georgia Numeracy Project Numeracy Intervention Resource
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**Georgia Secondary Numeracy Project**

**Diagnostic Interview**
(Individual Verbal)
Assesses Three Strategy Domains
- Addition/Subtraction
- Multiplication/Division
- Proportions/Ratios

**Instructions**
- Form 1
- Form 2
- Form 3
- Form 4
- Recording Sheet

**Written Assessment**
(Individual Written)
Assesses Four Knowledge Domains
1. Relational & Functional Reasoning
2. Patterning & Algebraic Reasoning
3. Statistical & Probability Reasoning
4. Geometric, Spatial & Measurement Reasoning

**Intervention Tasks and Activities**
(Activities for Support)
These resources provide the teacher/interventionist with the activities to support students where they are in their progression and help them move to the next level of numeracy development.

**Stage Descriptions**
End of Year Expectations Continuum

**Assessment Manual**
- Examiner's Manual
- Intervention Manual

**Material Masters**
- Numeracy Intervention Instrument
  (Individual Verbal)
  Deeply Assesses Strategy & Number Knowledge
Diagnostic Interview Recording Sheets

Paper-Pencil Recording Sheet

Electronic Recording Sheet